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August 7,1996

Weston Conservation Commission
c/o Mr. Carl Sherman
P.O. Box 62
Weston, Vermont 05161-0062

Re: Cold Brook Dams - Monitoring
DH 415003

Dear Commi55lon Members:

Dufresne-Henry submitted dam evaluation reports on the Upper and Iower
Cold Brook Dams in August 1993. The dams were judged to be in poor to fair
condition with the Lower Dam the worse of the trvo. It was a recommendation that a
monitoring program be established at the Lower Dam to quantiff movemetrt, if any,
over time. At the direction of the Commission, a monitoring program was
established at both of the Cold Brook Dams.

The initial field work took place on May 3, Lggs. Bench marks were
established at the ends of each dam to establish a base line across the crest.
Monitoring points consisting of shallow holes drilled in the cap stones were
established at various locations on those lines. Distances to the points from known
references were determined to facilitate recovery of the marks. A site plan annotated
with the approximate locations and point designations will be found attached.

The monitoring points at both dams were checked on luly 12, L996. The bench
mari<s were all located and found to be in good condition. All of the monitoring
points on the dam crests were also found. Changes in the monitoring point locations
was determined by sighting between the bench marks and measuring the offset with a
graduated scale. A summary of the offsets is presented in the attached table.

The results indicate that some offset in the downstream direction has occurred
at virtually every point. At the Lower Dam the distance ranged from 0.00 feet to
0.04 feet with an average of. .021feet for the 14 points. At the Upper Dam the
distance ranged from 0.00 feet to 0.04 feet with an average of .019 feet for the 8
points. With only one observation since the monitoring points were established, we
feel it is too soon to say the dams are moving and that a dangerous condition exists.
If additional displacement is noted at the next observation, further recommendations
may be made.

Corporate Headquarters:
North Springfield. Vermont
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Area Offices:
Greenfield. Massachusens
Wesdord, Massachuset6
Poftland. Maine

MancheSter, New Hampshrre
Montpeljer, Vermont
Poft Charlorte. Florida
Naples. Florida



Please feel free to call us if you have any questions.

Weston Conservation Commission
August 7,1996
Page 2

Very Truly Yours,

DUFRESNE-HENRY, INC"

Bruce H. Cox, P.E.
Environmental Services Division
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